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This work focuses on the case of a single French slave-trading ship intercepted by the
British Navy in the early 1830s off the coast of Sierra Leone, utilizing this case study to examine
the broader themes of abolition, emancipation, labor, and identity in the context of early
nineteenth-century West Africa and the Atlantic world. It argues that systems of forced labor that
evolved out of the processes of emancipation and abolition including apprenticeships, prison
labor, and the régime des engagés played critical roles in augmenting the power of the early
colonial state in West Africa. This thesis also engages in debates about which groups would be
included within the hierarchies of colonial empires in the early nineteenth century, how they
would be controlled by evolving colonial structures, and the role that abolition played in the
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On the morning of 11 December 1832, the French newspaper Le Moniteur universel
published the outcome of the trial of Caroline, a slave ship from the island of Grande-Terre in the
colony of Guadeloupe. The British naval vessel H.M.S. Conflict had intercepted the French ship
on the suspicion that its captain had recently purchased enslaved Africans in the Sierra Leone
territory. French courts subsequently found the crew guilty of violating the antislavery law of
1827, condemning the crew to banishment or prison terms. Officials confiscated the ship, along
with forty-seven of the fifty-one enslaved people on board, as punishment for the crime.1
Notices like the one in the Moniteur universel were fairly common in the early
nineteenth-century Francophone world. Omitted from the Moniteur universel’s synopsis were2
the four British-African subjects on the slave ship that had not been sent to Senegal with the
condemned crew. These men, identified as John Davis, Cotta, Gee King, and Carafalla, were
discovered by British officials aboard the Caroline and subsequently “returned to their former
liberty” at Freetown. These African men arrived on the ship through different channels– at least3
man one had been sold by acquaintances, while others had left Freetown, seeking out kin and
their natal homes, only to be captured and transported to the slave factories on the Rio Pongo.
3Great Britain House of Lords Sessional Papers. ([London]: H.M.S.O., 1832), 156-59.
2The April 1827 law that the courts used to convict the crew stipulated that outcomes of such trials in French
colonies should be published in the Moniteur. This law was also stricter than previous French antislavery laws, both
in terms of the punishments allotted for slave traders and their collaborators and in handing down longer prison
sentences and harsher fines than the law of 1818.
1Gazette nationale, ou Le Moniteur universel. Paris: Chez H. Agasse, Libraire, 1832. Print. Décembre 11, 1832.
1
What all of the men had in common was their identities as British subjects, and the claims they
made to the protections afforded by their loyalty to the sovereign. These men were not the first
Africans to claim the identities of British subjects in the early colonial period, but their unique
situation as trafficked Liberated Africans had a significant impact on how this case unfolded. By
identifying themselves as British subjects at the moment of the ship's capture, the four African
men on Caroline asserted the obligation of officials aboard the Conflict to restore them to their
former freedom. The liberty offered at Freetown, however, came with stipulations– the
monitoring and control of Liberated Africans’ mobility and labor, and the ever-present risk of
being moved against their wills to the far corners of the British empire.
I argue in this work that the case of Caroline and the fate of all those aboard reveal how
closely linked the processes of enslavement, abolition, and colonial formation were in the 1830s,
and how these institutions connected outposts and colonies across different empires. This thesis
explores a relatively minor international incident in the age of abolition, and builds upon an
argument put forth by Jane Burbank and Frederick Cooper in their book Empires in World
History: Power and the Politics of Difference: that empires– in this particular instance, the
British and French– necessarily presumed that different groups under their rule would be
governed differently, differences that held real-world consequences for subjects and colonized
populations. Rather than assuming homogeneity in their application of laws, regulations, and
rights in the colonies, administrators and representatives of colonial states made determinations
about the social and political value of different groups that greatly impacted their interactions
with the early colonial state. In exploring the boundaries and dimensions of this case, I work to
untangle debates about who would be included within the hierarchies of expanding empires, and
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how they would be controlled by evolving colonial structures, and the role that abolition had in
the formation and maintenance of colonial rationales and logics of order and control.
What follows is an examination of differently situated groups at a moment of law
violation– Liberated Africans, European slave traders, and enslaved Africans– and a
consideration of how their individual fates were tied to judgments related to their identities and
potential positions within emerging colonial hierarchies of power and belonging. For each group,
their ultimate destination or punishment was contingent not only upon their actions and identities
but also on what value colonial administrators ultimately determined them to be in the social and
political hierarchies of colonial states. This case additionally allows for a comparison between
the British and French approaches to fitting various people into political and social categories
within hierarchies of early nineteenth-century colonial states, and of individuals' experiences
navigating these emerging hierarchies. As central to this case as the exact circumstances of the
ship’s capture are the legibility and consequences of political identities that formed and expanded
under both French and British colonial regimes.
Methods of sorting and categorizing individuals within early colonial spaces relied upon
the imposition of structures of social and physical control of bodies and labor. These systems of4
confinement and the impositions of colonial logics were far from concrete and coherent in this
period, and many Africans found ways to circumvent these projects in order to assert their
4On the project of colonial social control and categorization as related to missionization in Sierra Leone, Gibril Cole
says that the process of categorization of colonized peoples “is merely one facet of the multilayered agenda of the
colonial enterprise in Africa, and in the Atlantic World writ large. It aimed not only at fashioning instruments of
imperial control; it also desired to recreate and represent the colonized to denizens of the imperial metropolises and
to themselves.” This regime of control in Sierra Leone was as concerned with legibility of identity among
populations on the ground themselves as it was with the legibility of those identities transcribed in context of the
metropole. Gibril R. Cole, The Krio of West Africa: Islam, Culture, Creolization, and Colonialism in the Nineteenth
Century, Ohio University Press, 2013, 22.
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affiliation with, and independence from, colonial orders. In the process, the individuals who
made these assertions participated in the construction of colonial states via the rhetoric of
belonging and difference that they implemented in order to negotiate their places within the
emerging colonial order.
This case also allows for an interrogation of the continuities between structures of
confinement and categorization in the era of abolition and their corresponding formal colonial
counterparts. By recognizing these events and spaces as linked to the early expansion of both
British and French empires in West Africa, we can complicate further the periodizations of
pre-colonial and colonial West African history. I argue that the events that follow are not merely
the outcomes of pre-colonial militaristic expansion into West Africa by either the British or
French empires. Rather, these processes demonstrate the intentional function of early foundations
and structures of colonial states, built through the imposition of structures of domination and the
desire to manifest political categorizations that would become prominent features of later
colonial regimes. These processes cannot be separated from the later structures of formal
colonialism but can be understood as some of the earliest iterations of colonial ideas of
categorization and control. The capture of this ship and its ensuing trial reveals not only that
structures of control and subjugation existed in both Freetown and Saint-Louis in the 1830s, but
that labor and control systems implemented under early colonial states shaped later iterations of
forced labor regimes and the methods through which colonial administrators controlled subjects
in British and French West African colonies. Tracing this narrative aids us in conceptualizing the
expansion of the colonial state, French and British strategies of control and containment in
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outposts and enclaves of empire, and in understanding the fraught relationships between
freedom, enslavement, and mobility in early West African colonies.
Historians that have studied the slave trade through the vehicle of slave-trading voyages
have done so primarily through the standpoint of the captains and crews of these slave ships,
likely owing to the availability of rich archival sources in the form of captain’s logs and company
manifests. Although I do not have access to written sources produced by the enslaved people5
aboard Caroline, depositions of the events recorded at Freetown offer some semblance of a
narrative. African voices appear most prominently in the archival evidence of this story within
the space of legal depositions and dispatches, all of which were penned by European officials at
Freetown. Therefore, it is important to approach documents describing these events with a
critical view, recognizing both the fallibility of the colonial administrators and the colonial
archive’s tendency to manifest and perpetuate silences, especially when depicting enslaved or
Liberated Africans.6
British administrators compiled depositions about this event with specific intent; these
documents exposed the extent of the illegal slave trade perpetrated by the French, and depicted
the deposed African men as the beguiled victims of malicious foreign interlopers, and as subjects
owed protections by the Crown. It is important to note that depositions of the event were not
6For information about the construction of the colonial archive and the lens of ‘perpetual subjugation’ within
histories of enslavement constructed through colonial archives, see Fuentes, Dispossessed Lives, 11. For more on
archival silences and the violence of colonial narratives see Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past: Power and
the Production of History (Boston, Mass.: Beacon Press, 1995).
5An example of this style of narrating the slave trade can be seen in Robert W. Harms' The Diligent: A Voyage
Through the Worlds of the Slave Trade (New York: Basic Books, 2008), a work of microhistory that utilized a
French slave trader’s journal to track the route of an eighteenth-century slave ship as it traveled to the coast of West
Africa.
5
penned by a court stenographer at the moment of the ship’s capture, but were recorded after the
fact and informed by later recollections of the event. While the time elapsed between some of the
recordings and the event itself is not vast, it is important to note that the distance from the event
and positionality of the administrators informs the sources that I utilize. I approach the
construction of this narrative as one of connecting fragmented pieces of story and records, and as
an attempt at reading against the grain of a colonial archive. While this work is informed by7
British and French archives, methodologically I attempt to read these documents against their
grains, in order to circumvent the colonial misconceptions therein. By situating these men's
experiences as a focus of my interrogation of the event, I can better interrogate what role they
played in the events that unfolded on the deck of the ship, and how their claims to subjecthood
and belonging in the British empire impacted the outcome of their interactions with the state.
The course of historical study here traces the same route as the ship itself. After a
discussion of some of the pertinent historical arguments that anchor this study, we begin with the
ship’s departure from Port-à-Pitre in Guadeloupe. I offer a brief overview of the ship’s origins in
Guadeloupe and the situation of the illicit slave trade in French colonies in the Atlantic World, to
better understand the economic and social circumstances that facilitated this transatlantic crime.
Following that, an examination of the Freetown colony and an analysis of the experiences of the
kidnapped men sheds light upon the rights and obligations of subjecthood within the context of
the British empire in Africa at the time of Caroline’s interception. Examining the narratives of
these events allows for an exploration into the function of the Liberated African Department
(LAD) and the Sierra Leone colony, as well as the experiences of those men whose stories shape
7Ann L. Stoler, Along the archival grain: epistemic anxieties and colonial common sense. (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 2009.)
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this event. These men made claims of belonging which prompted representatives of the British
empire to act on their behalf, returning them to Freetown. By examining these claims, we can
better understand how colonial subjecthood functioned at this moment in British imperial
expansion– how such claims were structured, what evidence underpinned them, how subjecthood
was defined within this space, and by whom. Utilizing archival sources related to the LAD and
written recollections of some Liberated Africans, I explore how liberation and control operated
in tandem within the Sierra Leone colony, and the way that boundaries of inclusion were drawn
and by whom within these emerging colonial hierarchies.
In the section entitled Saint-Louis and Gorée, I examine the space and context in which
the trial of the ship’s crew took place, and how this setting affected the experiences of the
enslaved Africans and punishments of the crew. Scholars have defined Saint-Louis as a critical
space from which the French colonial rule expanded into the interior of the Senegal territory, and
the imposition of colonial justice structures and indentured work systems played an important
role in this expansion. I interrogate the social and political contexts of confinement and8
enslavement on both islands to better contextualize the experiences of both the condemned crew
of Caroline and the enslaved Africans confiscated from the ship's deck by colonial
administrators. The ship itself operates as a connective thread, binding each of these sections and
the broader colonial African and Atlantic historical themes to one another.
8Emily Clark, Ibrahima Thioub, and Cécile Vidal. 2019. New Orleans, Louisiana & Saint-Louis, Senegal: Mirror
Cities in the Atlantic World, 1659-2000s (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2019) 103. This trial also
took place during the transition to so-called “legitimate” trade in the region, a trade in peanuts and gum arabic,
which held the potential to greatly shift the utilization of enslaved labor and its importance within Saint-Louis and
the surrounding territory. For more on the transition to legitimate trade and its consequences on the region see
Martin A. Klein, Slavery and Colonial Rule in French West Africa. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998),
and Trevor R. Getz, Slavery and Reform in West Africa: Toward Emancipation in Nineteenth-Century Senegal and
the Gold Coast. (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2004.).
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Slavery, Abolition, and Subjecthood in Atlantic and West African History
Beginning the 1970s, historians of the Atlantic and Africa contended with broad numbers
and themes of the transatlantic slave trade, an investigative interest that led to the publication of
such keystone works such as Philip Curtin’s The Atlantic Slave Trade: A Census, one of the first
formal quantitative analyses of the slave trade. Paul Lovejoy’s Transformations in Slavery
published shortly thereafter traced the intra-continental African slave trade over four hundred
years, connecting the legacies of enslavement to the twentieth century and arguing that the
understanding of institutions of slavery in Africa underpinned the study of enslavement in other
places, such as the Atlantic and Americas. Lovejoy offers to his readers a transformation thesis,
arguing that the practices of slavery and the slave trade impacted the formation and construction
of some African societies, rendering them subsequently more hierarchical and militarily
organized. Lovejoy additionally emphasized the role of the continental slave trade as a key factor
impacting the scope and scale of the transatlantic slave trade. These foundational texts set the
scope and scale of slavery studies in the Africa and Atlantic for decades, setting the stage for
later historians to conceptualize the consequences and specifics of the transatlantic trade and its
impacts on the continent.
Scholars then turned their attention to the shifting social and economic relations wrought
by the slave trade, abolition, and the formation of colonial states, and the institution of slavery in
colonial West Africa. Martin Klein argued that the decline of slavery in French West Africa was
not only motivated by political and economic factors but facilitated also by shifting relations of
power and authority between enslaved people and slave owners over the course of colonial rule.
Lovejoy and Klein both described changes to the social structures of slavery practices in West
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Africa, before and during periods of colonial rule. Lovejoy’s Transformations in Slavery
challenged the misconception that slavery in Africa was a generally benign institution in the
precolonial period, a system in which enslaved people were adopted more easily into existing
kinship structures– an argument that corresponds to evidence also presented in Klein’s Slavery
and Colonial Rule in French West Africa. These works impacted scholarly conceptions of the
trade and the institution of enslavement and challenged oft-repeated misconceptions about the
social contexts of slavery in both pre-colonial and colonial states in West Africa while
considering the ways in which slavery impacted– and was impacted by– the rise of the colonial
state.
James Searing’s West African Slavery and Atlantic Commerce examined the impact that
Atlantic commerce– the trade of both people and goods in the eighteenth century– made on the
structures of West African economies and sociopolitical changes in the eighteenth century, with
an emphasis on changes that took place in the Senegambia. Searing attested that economies in
this region were not solely dependent upon the transatlantic slave trade, but that the rise of the
slave trade impacted other existing markets, such as agricultural production, and that the trade
and acquisition of slaves impacted the social structures of the Senegambia region. Searing
emphasized the important connections between economic and social changes that took place in
the eighteenth century and their impacts on colonial developments in nineteenth and
twentieth-century West Africa. In Senegambia and the Atlantic Slave Trade, Boubacar Barry also
underscored the central and transformative role of Senegambian participation in Atlantic
commercial networks, considering the social and economic impacts of the slave trade and
European contact over a four-hundred-year period. Barry argued ultimately that the region’s
9
involvement in Atlantic commerce and trade led to increased social and economic stagnation,
increased militarization, and political fragmentation, all of which contributed to economic
dependence and European colonization. Together, these works represent a transformation not
only in scholarly understanding of the interconnectivity of the trade to other economic and social
processes but also in how scholars connected histories of slavery on the African continent to the
broader Atlantic world and global processes.
Contemporary historians have embraced the biographical turn in Atlantic history, shifting
to utilizing microhistories and biography in their studies of the Atlantic world and Africa. This
includes John H. Sweet's Domingos Álvares: African Healing, and the Intellectual History of the
Atlantic World, a microhistorical biography that connects the life experiences of enslaved healer
Domingos Álvarez to themes and trends within the broader Atlantic world. In a similar vein,
Jane Landers' Atlantic Creoles in the Age of Revolutions followed the motivations and strategies
of free and enslaved men as they navigated the complicated logics of freedom in the contexts of
the Spanish and British Atlantic worlds. Lisa Lindsay's Atlantic Bonds examined not only the life
experiences of one individual African American man as a migrant in the Atlantic world, but also
the experiences of his stateside family members. By juxtaposing experiences under distinct but
related forms of white supremacy, racial violence, and slavery-like conditions in multiple spaces
around the Atlantic, Lindsay demonstrated the interconnectedness of Atlantic spaces and the
complexity of identity and state-building in the nineteenth-century Atlantic world. Read together,
these projects offer images of a richly complicated and dynamic Atlantic, a space wherein the
shifting of allegiances and identities underpinned the lived experiences of free and enslaved men
and women and freedom was tenuous and tied explicitly to colonial structures of power. By
10
focusing on the experiences of those aboard Caroline as a method to understand the broader
processes of emancipation and abolition in the early nineteenth century, I am able to offer insight
into the lived realities of individuals navigating the fraught processes of state-building and
belonging in French and British Atlantic worlds. This thesis also lends new insight into the way
that individuals interacted directly with colonial structures at the moment of their imposition on
the ground and the role that the abolition of slavery played in augmenting colonial power in sites
of conquest.
My work additionally intersects with scholarship on the abolition of the slave trade and
the consequences of abolition in West African colonies. Richard Anderson and Henry Lovejoy's
edited volume Liberated Africans and the Abolition of the Slave Trade endeavored to explore the
“immediate and complex human impact of aboilition", compiling essays about the experiences of
Liberated Africans in apprenticeships and coerced labor regimes across the Atlantic. They note9
that the processes by which people were liberated at the Mixed Commissions Courts across the
British Empire can be conceptualized as simultaneous acts of emancipation and colonization, as
Liberated Africans frequently were forced into the service of the British Empire following their
formal liberation. Padriac X. Scanlan also reevaluates heroic narratives of British abolition,
underscoring the notion in his book Freedom's Debtors that abolition in West African British
territories was a negotiated and complex set of relationships between Liberated Africans and the
British state, contingent upon Africans performing work in service of the state to repay their
liberators. These works reorient and reconsider broader narratives of abolition and emancipation
in British territories, while also emphasizing the foundational roles that hegemonic cultural
9Richard Anderson and Henry B. Lovejoy, Liberated Africans and the Abolition of the Slave Trade, 1807-1896
(Rochester, NY: University of Rochester Press, 2020), 4.
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control and labor exploitation played in the colonial abolitionist movement and the formation of
colonial enterprises. I expand on these ideas by exploring the role that the ripple effects of British
abolitionism played across imperial lines, on Saint-Louis and Gorée, and how British
abolitionism led to shifts in the cultural and economic realities of those living outside of the
official purview of the British. I also explore the consequences that the fabricated political
categories imposed by various European administrators held on the types of labor people
performed in the service of both the British and French empires leading up to and following the
formal abolition of the British slave trade.
Within this thesis, I also engage with legal and social histories of subjecthood in the
British empire and the construction of the political identity of the subject within early colonial
states. While the political category of the subject has been occasionally described as a less-potent
precursor to the later category of the citizen, legal scholars have begun to understand
subjecthood as an identity imbued with its own characteristics and obligations. Studying the
political category of the subject and its manipulations allows for a more thorough understanding
of how colonial hierarchies of power and belonging were structured and impacted by colonial
administrators and by those claiming subjecthood in the British empire. Scholars of the British
empire including Amanda Nettlebeck and Hannah Mueller have studied subjecthood and the
political resonance of claims to the identity of the subject in other British territories, including
Greece, Canada, and Australia. Though neither Nettlebeck nor Weiss Muller refers directly to
subjecthood in early British West African colonies, they nevertheless offer a useful framework
for thinking about the rights and obligations of subjecthood in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, and the role that identification as subject played in Liberated African's
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conceptions of the British colonial enterprise. In their book Rage for Order: The British Empire
and the Origins of International Law, Lauren Benton and Lisa Ford explore the role fulfilled by
colonial administrators in British territories in the formation of the earliest iterations of colonial
lawmaking and international law, and the significance of subjects in the expanding British
empire. Benton and Ford present British colonial law as a multi-centered and expansive set of
ideas and structures, built and informed by judges, magistrates, and administrators who sought to
impose order in colonial spaces throughout the empire. In her 2002 monograph Law and
Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History, 1400-1900, Benton examined the shift from
legal pluralism to state-dominated hierarchical legal regimes, emphasizing the role that colonies
and the colonized played in the construction of state legal authority through their appeals to
colonial legal systems and colonial laws. Benton argued that the ways of defining and ordering
differences in colonial spaces were not simply the materials from which colonial states
constructed hierarchy and legitimacy in conquest, but were themselves institutional elements,
used to construct and legitimize colonial authority. In the colonies, the construction of state10
legal authority and the creation of social and political hierarchies were interconnected processes,
shaping one another as they expanded and interacted with existing structures of law and order. I
argue that by studying institutions of control and punishment utilized by different empires in
early colonial spaces as they related to the emergence of those colonial hierarchies, this work
draws connections between early structures and the tools of confinement and control that
characterized colonial states in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Such an approach also
10Lauren A. Benton, Law and Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in World History, 1400-1900. (Cambridge, UK:
Cambridge University Press, 2002), 2.
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sheds additional light on how actors on the ground negotiated the processes of empire-building
and identity-making in the early nineteenth century, structuring ways of belonging within
emergent hierarchies in the colonial state.
From Port-à-Prite to Freetown
By the time that Caroline departed from Point-à-Pitre in late 1830, the colony of
Guadeloupe in the French Windward Isles was already associated almost wholly with the
production of sugar. In the aftermath of the Haitian revolution– to recuperate profits that had
been lost when the French failed to recapture  the island of St. Domingue– planters in the
colonies of Martinique, Guadeloupe, and Bourbon and Guiana had begun to produce sugar to
meet growing export demands. By the end of the Restoration period, Guadeloupe occupied a11
position of relative prominence within the growing French colonial order. The island’s continued
reliance on enslaved labor in sugar production – and by extension, the viability of Guadeloupe as
an economic cornerstone in the expanding French empire– fueled a profitable and illegal slave
trading industry in and around the colony.
Slavery and slave trading were abolished in all French territories in the mid-1790s, but
Napoleon Bonaparte reestablished both practices throughout the French empire in 1802. The12
12Philippe Girard, "What's in a Name? Slave Trading during the French and Haitian Revolutions." The William and
Mary Quarterly 76, no. 4 (2019), 764
11Jennings French Anti-Slavery, 25, and Jennings, French Reaction to British Slave Emancipation (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1988), 6. The insignificance of Guadeloupe in the eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries had lasting consequences on the demographics of slavery in the colony. Planters on Guadeloupe were often
at the mercy of slave traders who took advantage of the demands for enslaved labor to a colony generally ignored by
most other slave trade routes. Demographics of the enslaved people imported to the island reflects the purchasing
patterns of planters on other islands– Guadeloupe received the highest numbers of women and children of any of
France’s island territories throughout much of the eighteenth century, compared to Martinique and other island
colonies. Geggus “French Slave Trade,” 130.
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months before Caroline departed from Guadeloupe saw new tensions arise around the rights of
African-descended men when the Minister of the Navy and Colonies announced his intentions to
implement reforms that in theory would make free men of color equal before the law. The13
news, paired with uncertainty over the new July Monarchy’s potentially radical abolitionist
politics, stoked planters’ anxieties about the durability of the exploitative labor system upon
which they relied so heavily, and their own political and social prominence.14
It is under these circumstances– the key role that sugar production played in sustaining to
Guadeloupe’s economy, the uncertainty of France’s stance on abolition, and the profitability of
the illicit slave trade for French sailors– that Caroline set out from Pointe-à-Pitre for West
Africa. The ship, owned by Chevremont and Company, had been financed by merchants
operating out of Pointe-à-Pitre and others in the French Atlantic. Monsieurs Ogereau, Dubois,15
Truard, and Guizard are identified as the owners and financiers of the ship and voyage. Slave16
16This voyage presented the opportunity for profit to those investors, but also posed a great risk to their businesses
and reputations– under the anti-slave trade law of 1827, it was not only the crew of the ship who would be held
accountable for illegal slave trading. Indeed, shipowners, insurers, shareholders, and suppliers could also be
sentenced to banishment, to prison terms, or ordered to pay steep fines for their participation in the trade. This was a
departure from earlier anti-slave trade laws, in which frequently the only people likely to face punishment for the
offense of slave trading were members of the the directly implicated crew. These measures also implemented stricter
punishments than the previous 1818 law, which only stipulated confiscation of the ship and cargo and the censure of
the captain, if he was French. In one antislavery demonstration leading up to the passage of the 1827 law, French
abolitionists demonstrated the need for more stringent measures and laws against the trade by successfully
purchasing shackles and irons for use in slave trading at Nantes, to demonstrate how readily available such
implements were in French ports. See Daget in Abolition, 143. Loi de Avril 25 1827.
15Serge Daget, Répertoire ses expéditions négriègres françaises à la Traite Illégale (1814-1850). (Nantes: Centre de
recherche sur l’histoire du monde atlantique, Université de Nantes, 1988), 524. House of Commons, Volume 43
(Oxford, U.K: Oxford University, 1833), 72.
14While slavery and the slave trade had both been abolished in French colonies following the 1789 revolution in
France, Napolean Bonaparte reestablished both practices in 1802. Girard, “What’s in a Name?”, 764.
13Jennings, Fench Anti-Slavery, 25.
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trading remained a profitable venture for merchants who fled the metropole and its stricter
enforcement of antislavery laws, but as an increasing number of vessels left ports in Guadeloupe
and Martinique in the mid-to-late-1820s, those islands too became the focus of anti-slave trading
patrols by the department of the Marine and Colonies. In early 1829, Marine commander and
staunch abolitionist Hyde de Neuville ordered that additional ships be deployed to French islands
to intercept slave traders operating out of those ports.17
Despite Neuville’s best efforts, at least twenty-seven slave ships departed from
French-owned ports in 1830, Caroline among them. Perhaps Captain Jean Antoine Daniel was18
confident that the recent July Revolution in Paris had created a significant enough distraction for
his ship to quietly slip out of the harbor at Pointe-à-Pitre, destined for the distant shores of West
Africa.19
On 15 December 1830, Captain Rose of H.M.S. Conflict boarded the schooner, Caroline,
in the Rio Pongo River near the Sierra Leone colony. Rose had intercepted the ship on suspicions
that the captain of the French vessel had purchased enslaved people from slave factories along
19Apart from the noteworthy cruelty he demonstrated towards captives on the ship, there is little known about
Jean-Antoine Daniel, Caroline’s captain. Daniel was familiar with the waters of Rio Pongo, as he had stayed at a
house there with another trader, with whom he was “intimately familiar”, and he appears to have spent time
operating in the well-known slave-trading factories of the region. This scant biographical information is offered to
underscore the frequency of Daniel’s voyages to the Rio Pongo region, and his familiarity with the processes of the
illicit slave trade in the region. House of Lords Sessional Papers, 157.
18Kielstra, Politics, 141.
17Kielstra, Politics, 141. Neuville’s efforts, combined with the law of 1827 that inflicted harsher punishments on
traders and their collaborators, dramatically decreased French participation in the trade. Historians Eltis and
Richardson estimated an average of 11,300 slaves per year taken on French ships from Africa between 1814 and
1830, the peak years of nineteenth-century French slave trade. After 1830, no more than one thousand French
voyages a year were recorded. David Eltis and David Richardson, Extending the Frontiers: Essays on the New
Transatlantic Slave Trade Database. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 27.
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the banks of the Rio Pongo. His suspicion was warranted– Caroline's captain went to great
lengths to obfuscate the ship's participation in the trade, hiding the captives below the deck and
threatening them with brutal violence should they attempt to draw any attention to themselves.
Additionally, Caroline was the second ship intercepted by Conflict in the space of only a few
days in the same region of the Rio Pongo.20
The search and seizure of these two French ships represent the culmination of more than
fifty years of international antislavery activities on the part of the British and of terse
negotiations between British abolitionists and the French state. While Caroline and La Jeune
Emeline represented only a minuscule sampling of those ships intercepted by British antislavery
squadrons in the sixty year span of their intervention in the slave trade in Atlantic waterways,
both vessels were described as being particularly reprehensible examples of the extent to which
“the slave-trade is carried on under the flag of France.” Although French lawmakers had21
established a naval squadron off West Africa to enforce their 1818 anti-slave trading law, their
enforcement was more often than not ineffective or outright lacking, and prompted still further
British intervention in the illegal trade. Indeed, the formation of the French squadron itself22
might have been prompted by desires to curtail British involvement in the policing and
22Mason, “Appearances”, 819.
21Regarding the proliferation of illegal slave trading in the nineteenth century Atlantic, Matthew Mason points out
that the complex dance of publicly denouncing the trade while failing to prosecute subjects participating in the trade
by various European powers “illustrates the powerful new pressures the Atlantic slave trade faced in the nineteenth
century: first, the abolitionist commitment and growing global power of Britain; and second, the widespread, even
semi- official, moral repugnance to this commerce prevailing throughout the Atlantic world.” Matthew Mason,
"Keeping up Appearances: The International Politics of Slave Trade Abolition in the Nineteenth-Century Atlantic
World." The William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, 66, no. 4 (2009), 811.
20House of Lords Sessional Papers, 152.
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punishment of French sailors. At the time of Caroline’s capture, there was no formal right of
search treaties in place between the British and French, but it is perhaps the case that the ship’s
presence on the fringes of British territory allowed for the circumvention of such formal search
treaties.
The reactions of the crew and the enslaved people aboard Caroline as they watched the
British Man-o-War approach can only be speculated, based on accounts from those aboard other
intercepted ships. Perhaps both the French slavers and African captives initially shared in their
fear and anxiety as the British vessel came lurching into view, as each group speculated on the
unknown trajectory that their voyage would surely soon take. John Wright, a Liberated African
and resident of the village of York at Freetown, recalled in his memoir years later that when a
British man-o-war approached the Portuguese slave ship upon which he was a captive in 1827,
the slave traders told the enslaved men and women that the British “were the people which will
eat us if we suffered them to prize us.”23
Samuel Crowther wrote of similar palpable fear on the ship from which he was liberated
by the British in 1822 but attests that upon their removal from the slave ship, he and the other
captives “began to entertain a good opinion of our conquerors.” For Crowther and the other24
Africans liberated from the slaver, it was only a few days before he and the other young men
aboard the ship were assisting the British with rudimentary chores on the ship as it charted a path
to Freetown, and the latter half of the voyage was later recalled fondly by the future clergyman.
24Curtin, Africa Remembered, 312
23Philip D. Curtin, Africa Remembered: Narratives by West Africans from the Era of the Slave Trade. (Prospect
Heights, Ill: Waveland Press, 1997), 331.
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Whether or not the enslaved people aboard Caroline had their fears assuaged by the arrival of the
British remains unknown, but they would have likely been aware of the threat that the
newcomers posed for their captors based on Daniel’s reaction to the foreign ship. Perhaps the
captives were frightened by the muffled foreign tongue that they heard on the deck as they hid
beneath the heavy canvas tarps in the darkness of the hull, or maybe some among them might
have seen this as an opportunity to stage some sort of an escape effort. Listening to the
unfamiliar voices drawing ever nearer, the men and women huddled and chained together below
the ship’s deck then came face-to-face with British naval officers, as the tarps were thrown back
and the extent of Caroline’s crimes were brought to light.
Upon their discovery of the fifty-one enslaved people hidden below the deck, Captain
Rose and Chief Justice of the Sierra Leone colony Jon Jeffcot prepared to facilitate the ship’s
transport back to Freetown. After they had been unchained and allowed to roam the vessel freely,
“two of the slaves came to the Chief Justice, and in good English, claimed their freedom as
British subjects, and the protection of the English flag.” The revelation that Caroline held25
kidnapped British subjects below her deck, men that claimed to have been previously liberated
by the Mixed Commission Court at Freetown, prompted the officials of Conflict to recommend
that the French ship be held and tried for injustices committed against the subjects of a friendly
power. What might have once seemed a straightforward criminal issue was rapidly developing26
26 “Four of these slaves were Africans, who had been liberated under the Mixed Commission at Sierra Leone, haf
become British subjects settled there, had been kidnapped from thence, placed in irons, and sold to the Master of the
Caroline.” House of Lords Sessional Papers, 152.
25 House of Lords Sessional Papers, 153.
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into a diplomatic one: the injustices committed against these four men as British subjects were
distinct from the harm wrought against the other Africans aboard the ship by virtue of their
statuses as British subjects. Caroline arrived at the port at Freetown under the command of
Conflict on 19 December. The crew and the forty-seven remaining enslaved people were sent to
Gorée, more than four hundred nautical miles north of Sierra Leone. The two men identified as27
British subjects, along with two other men making the same claim discovered below deck, were
then turned over to the custody of the Liberated African Department at Freetown.
Sierra Leone, once idealized by British abolitionists as the “Province of Freedom”, was
settled twice by British representatives before the beginning of the nineteenth century. The28
territory was originally envisioned by Granville Sharp and other English abolitionists as a settler
colony, one that might solve the issue of the increasing number of impoverished Black sailors
and refugees dependent upon charity in London following the American Revolutionary War.
When the Granville settlement eventually failed, the task of maintaining the colony fell to the
newly formed Sierra Leone Company, spearheaded by abolitionists Zachary Macaulay, Henry
Thornton, and William Wilberforce, who together established the Freetown settlement in 1792.
They too envisioned their settlement as an abolitionist venture and were keen on emphasizing
how the so-called “legitimate trade” might eventually supplant the transatlantic slave trade.
28For more on the history of the Sierra Leone colony and the politics and difficulties faced by the establishment of
the colony see Padraic X. Scanlan’s Freedom's Debtors: British Antislavery in Sierra Leone in the Age of Revolution
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2017) and Cassandra Pybus, Epic Journeys of Freedom: Runaway Slaves of the
American Revolution and Their Global Quest for Liberty (Boston: Beacon Press, 2006).
27This was a fairly routine procedure for French ships, as Serge Daget noted that between 1827-1831, ships seized in
waters patrolled by the British were “condemned first of all at Sierra Leone, then those slave traders recognized as
French were taken, after their condemnation and the freeing of the blacks, to Gorée and handed over to French
justices.” Daget, Abolition, 151.
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Following the Company’s 1808 bankruptcy, control of the colony was transferred over to the
British Crown, whose administrators established the Liberated African Department that same
year. The Liberated African Department (LAD) at Freetown played a fundamental role in British
attempts to resettle Africans that arrived in the colony on slave ships intercepted by the British
Navy. As the first formal British colony in West Africa, the colony retained a distinctly
abolitionist mission, and administrators worked quickly to try to develop protocols and processes
aimed at settling former slaves into the territory. The Freetown courts were responsible for the
condemnation of at least 600 slave-trading vessels during their operation, and for the removal of
more than 90,000 enslaved people from slave ships.29
The LAD was a colonial administrative agency tasked with solving logistics issues
related to the relocation of thousands of Liberated Africans to the colony following the abolition
of the slave trade by the British. More than 90,000 Africans were settled at the colony during the
sixty years in which British antislavery squadrons patrolled the waterways of West Africa, and it
was the responsibility of the LAD to provide for these new arrivals. LAD duties included the
sheltering and clothing of newly arrived Africans, the care of sick captives recently removed
from ships at the Freetown harbor, and the documentation of Liberated Africans in their records.
29The commodification of liberated Africans began in Sierra Leone long before Caroline’s arrival in December of
1830: Sierra Leone had served as the military and judicial hub of British abolition activities in West Africa, and
prize money was frequently awarded to British sailors who presented recaptured Africans and the ships that carried
them to the British courts at Freetown. Prize incentives perpetuated the commodification of Africans caught in the
trade, who were routinely classified by courts as ‘contraband’, whose recovery was motivated partly by a desire for
financial compensation. This prize system, which had fallen out of practice by the latter half of the 1820s, defined
much of early British intervention in the slave trade, and abolition efforts in the decades immediately after the 1807
Slave Trade Act. For more on this see Padraic X. Scanlan, "The Rewards of Their Exertions: Prize Money and
British Abolitionism in Sierra Leone, 1808–1823." Past & Present, no. 225 (2014). Leslie Bethell, "The Mixed
Commissions for the Suppression of the Transatlantic Slave Trade in the Nineteenth Century." The Journal of
African History 7, no. 1 (1966), 79. For more information on the Vice-Admiralty Court in Freetown see Tara
Helfman, "The Court of Vice Admiralty at Sierra Leone and the Abolition of the West African Slave Trade." The
Yale Law Journal 115, no. 5 (2006): 1122-1156.
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The LAD relocated these Liberated Africans to villages throughout the colony, communities
intended to provide African men and women with a primer in British cultural practices and ways
of life. These villages provided administrators with space in which to encourage conversion to
Christianity, conformation to English economic and agricultural practices, and space in which to
implement missionary education.
After the officials from the Conflict had made declarations regarding the circumstances of
the French ship’s capture to the Mixed Commission Courts, the four men would have moved
temporarily into the custody of the LAD while arrangements for their settlement were made by
administrators. Each man was assigned a serial number by which they were identified in the30
LAD’s records– John Davis is recorded as number 38.550, Gee King is number 38.551, Cotta is
38.552, and Carafalla, 38.553. Such numeric assignments might represent the intention of the31
LAD to serve not only as an administrative institution for the colony but also as a site at which
information about men and women arriving in the colony could be categorized and compiled,
and easily accessed by colonial officials at a later date. People arriving in the colony by the
hundreds were frequently identified in the shorthand of general identifiers and numbers, numbers
that corresponded to the records compiled by the LAD.
31Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, 35.
30These declarations would have included the number of liberated Africans disembarking, their destination, and the
circumstances of their capture. Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, 35. Seized slave ships were typically brought to trial before
either the Vice-Admiralty Court or various Mixed Commissions Courts at Freetown, where eighty-five percent of all
such slave-trading cases were adjudicated, although vessels with French identification credentials such as Caroline
were relocated to French territories to be tried by courts of their own nationality. Lauren A. Benton, and Lisa Ford,
Rage for Order: The British Empire and the Origins of International Law, 1800-1850 (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 2016), 125.
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When they arrived in the King’s Yard– the compound where newly Liberated Africans
were held before being formally assigned to villages or apprenticeships– the men would have
perhaps been met by recruiters from the Royal African Corps or by those seeking laborers for
plantations in the West Indies. Newly arrived men and women that were not coerced into work32
arrangements were settled into villages constructed by administrators. Arrangements were made
such that men were outfitted by the LAD with tools, land, and in some cases, also wives. Women
who officials had removed from slave ships were sometimes placed in villages with disparities of
gender or directly with new husbands, and those marriages were often further subsidized by the
LAD, with little indication as to whether these were marriages by convenience or choice on the
part of the betrothed. Whether the men aboard Caroline had families or homes before they were33
taken from the colony is unclear, but it is likely that some among them had at least some social
connections in the colony. Eventually, two of the men from Caroline were sent to the town of
Hastings, and a third man, Gee, was sent to the village of York. The LAD villages, placed along
the same peninsula as Freetown, all bore English names– Leicester, Gloucester, and Wellington,
along with the aforementioned Hastings and York, among others.34
Twenty-year-old John Davis, the youngest of the men on Caroline, is recorded by LAD
officials as having been placed in the supervision of C.J. Jeffcot upon his return to Freetown.35
35Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, 35.
34Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, vii.
33One such instance of this can be seen in the case of some women liberated from the Spanish vessel Los Dos
Amigos in 1827, who were all swiftly wedded to African men in the colony and “supplied with the following
articles, viz.: 5 yds striped cotton (for two cloths), 1 blanket, 1 mat, 1 tin-pan, 1 cup, 1 spoon.” Meyer-Heiselberg, x.
32This was not always the outcome for newly arrived Africans. The LAD records include accounts of enslaved
people held for longer periods of time on the ships upon which they arrived in Freetown and cases of ships being
sent to various Mixed Commission Courts in the Atlantic. See the case of the La Laurie in Heiselberg, Notes, 35.
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Jeffcott was Chief Justice of the colony in 1830, and also the official to whom all four men made
statements regarding the ship’s capture. He was aboard Caroline the day that the men were
uncovered, and was one of two British men to whom the captives of the ship made claims of
British subjecthood. Perhaps owing some to Davis’ identity as a “king’s boy, a liberated African
who lived at Sierra Leone for six years” and a former apprentice, he was placed with Jeffcot
following his return to the colony. Whether this was a formal apprenticeship for Davis is36
unclear, though such an arrangement would not have been uncommon for young Liberated
Africans. In his deposition, Davis is noted as having been the only enslaved person left
unchained on Caroline, and he also served as the cook for the duration of the voyage, so perhaps
he was somewhat familiar with the management of households or domestic services. Davis is37
the only member of the voyage whose movements after returning to the colony might be
speculated with a degree of relative certainty.
Apprenticeships were a method of disposal frequently utilized by LAD officials for
younger men and women in the colony beginning with formal state acquisition of the colony in
1808, and the $20 price paid for newly arrived apprentices by early settlers helped to fund the
prize money awarded to individual British sailors that delivered slave ships and African slaves
they carried  to officials at Freetown. As in other enclaves around the British and French38
38 Padraic X. Scanlan, Freedom's Debtors: British Antislavery in Sierra Leone in the Age of Revolution (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2017), 70.
37For additional information regarding the education of Liberated African children and the role of apprenticeships in
the function and operation of the Sierra Leone colony, see Suzanne Schwarz, "Reconstructing the Life Histories of
Liberated Africans: Sierra Leone in the Early Nineteenth Century." History in Africa 39 (2012): 175-207, and
Richard Anderson, "The Diaspora of Sierra Leone's Liberated Africans: Enlistment, Forced Migration, and
"Liberation" at Freetown, 1808-1863." African Economic History 41 (2013): 101-38.
36House of Lords Sessional Papers, 156.
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Atlantic, the apprentice system utilized in Freetown emerged out of a critical lack of laborers and
the need to provide– albeit sparsely at times– for formerly enslaved new arrivals to the colony.
Criticized by the colony’s detractors as yet another form and name for enslavement within a
colony ostensibly founded upon principles of antislavery and liberation, administrators at
Freetown nevertheless considered apprenticeships to be the first stepping stone in the transition
from enslavement to true freedom, when combined with British education and conversion to
Christianity.39
It is within the descriptions of the resettlement villages and their function that British
control over the mobility and movements of Liberated Africans in the colony becomes most
apparent. In the early decades of the nineteenth century, Liberated Africans moved between
settlements with some degree of autonomy, sometimes altogether abandoning the villages to
which they had been assigned. This prompted intervention from administrators, who in March of
1821 circulated an ordinance that demanded that all “captured negroes stay in the settlements in
which they have been placed.” Anxieties around the free movement of settlers were partly40
fueled by the fear that Liberated Africans might abandon the village model altogether, opting
instead to ‘escape’ and resettle in Mende, Temne, or Kru settlements around the peninsula, thus
skewing population numbers in the region and opening up the colony to conflict with indigenous
groups. It was the hope of officials like Sir Charles MacCarthy that by strictly controlling the
40Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, vii.
39Scanlan, Freedom's Debtors, 22. By the 1820s, masters of apprentices were expected to “teach and instruct, or
cause to be taught and instructed the said apprentice in the English language, the principles of Christian Religion and
also treat the said apprentice humanely.” Scanlan, Freedom’s Debtors, 70.
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movement of Liberated Africans, the colony could benefit from their labor for a longer period
and encourage their ultimate settlement in the territory.
MacCarthy also fervently encouraged Liberated African’s conversion to Christianity, as
he considered it a critical factor that might motivate their permanent settlement within the village
system. Missionaries were installed in villages as part of a concerted effort to impose models of41
European education and religious hegemony in the region, and were occasionally also appointed
as village managers or schoolmasters. It might have been the case that one or more of the men
had received some schooling during their previous stay in the colony, as they spoke English, a
skill that likely would have been obtained at schools operated by missionaries, although they
might have also feasibly gained this skill while working in apprenticeships or work crews around
the Freetown colony. The role that Christian missionaries played in the operation of these42
villages reveals contentions among Liberated Africans and the officials that attempted to
establish British cultural and religious orthodoxy within the villages. As Gibril Cole noted in his
exploration of the Krio population at Sierra Leone, nineteenth-century Freetown was far from a
colony of uniformity in either culture, religion, or language, a fact which bred constant conflict
between missionary ideals and the reality of Liberated Africans’ daily lives. Some missionaries43
43Gibril R. Cole, The Krio of West Africa: Islam, Culture, Creolization, and Colonialism in the Nineteenth Century,
(Ohio University Press, 2013), 33. Cole says that, “Contrary to the early scholarly narratives, nineteenth-century
Freetown and the colony of Sierra Leone harbored a heterogeneous and dynamically changing population. The
42Allen M. Howard, “New Insights on Liberated Africans: the 1831 Freetown Census” in Liberated Africans and the
Abolition of the Slave Trade, 116. In his recounting of his biography and the events of his arrival at Sierra Leone,
John Wright describes, “After we were landed at Freetown, they sent us boys to Mr. [William] B[enjamin] Pratt,
manager of York, in order that we may be instructed. There, we were placed in school. We begin at once to learn to
read English book, which book I have cause to praise God for while I have life and breath.” Africa Remembered,
332.
41Scanlan, Freedom’s Debtors, 182.
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enjoyed more success than others in encouraging conversion, and their success might have
hinged on their approach to their duties as village managers, and their ability to cede control of
aspects of the ‘civilizing missions’ of the villages to Liberated Africans themselves. Such44
arrangements were uncommon in the early years of the Freetown settlements, as missionaries
typically fulfilled the role of both administrators and surveillance officers in the place of LAD
officials, infrequently sharing administrative responsibilities with Liberated Africans. The
imposition of these villages, paired with the strict regulation and regimentation of their labor,
social formations, and living situations, further underscores the control exerted by the LAD and
British officials over the Africans at Freetown, and the hierarchical construction of the identities
in Freetown. Liberated Africans at Freetown might have in theory escaped enslavement, but still
found themselves beholden to administrators and missionaries that strictly controlled their labor
and considered them to be generally inferior and incapable of self-governance.
Although the LAD records indicate a degree of mobility for some newly arrived Africans,
their movement was contingent upon the performance of labor in the service of the British.
Liberated Africans constituted a considerable demographic within Sierra Leone’s Royal African
Corps (RAC) starting in 1810, and lawmakers wrote amendments necessitating the
apprenticeship and enlistment of Liberated Africans into abolition laws in 1808. Entries in the
LAD record describe newly arrived young Africans that were placed with surgeons, conscripted
into the RAC, or simply “apprenticed out”, with no indication as to with whom or where these
44Scanlan, Freedom’s Debtors, 196.
colony and its emerging capital settlement were not only ethnically pluralistic, but they continuously absorbed
different groups that brought along their own cultural influences.”
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young people were taken. The British military deployed RAC soldiers throughout British45
African territories, scattering them to the Cape Coast, Gorée, and the Gambia to promote British
imperial expansion throughout the continent. Whether these soldiers enlisted willingly is
uncertain; records offer little in the way of individual accounts on the part of early Liberated
African soldiers, who were often required to enlist or enter apprenticeships for a fourteen-year
period. In the 1820s, the LAD granted RAC recruiters access to the King’s Yard where newly46
arrived Africans were held; the men from Caroline might have been approached by a recruiter or
two when they first arrived at the King’s Yard. These recruiters often resorted to aggressive
strategies to secure new recruits, occasionally going so far as to demand access to men and
women still being held on newly arrived slave ships in Freetown harbor. Some historians have47
estimated that approximately 25,000 liberated Africans left the colony of Freetown to perform
some form of labor for the British in about sixty years or about one in four of the total number of
arrivals. While relocation to Freetown might have offered the abstract idea of freedom, many48
Liberated Africans found themselves scattered to enclaves of the British empire to act as laborers
48If the four men later entered into military service or relocated to other colonies to act as laborers, their departure
was not recorded by officials at the LAD. Such enlistments might have constituted even stricter control of their
movements than the village system, as according to Anderson liberated Africans were granted little control over
their labor and mobility while in the service of the RAC elsewhere on the continent and in the broader British
empire. Anderson, “Diaspora,” 108.
47Anderson, “Diaspora”, 108.
46Anderson, “Diaspora”, 105. For more on the history of the RAC and the implementation of regiments of liberated
Africans see Padraic Xavier Scanlan, "MacCarthy's Skull: The Abolition of the Slave Trade in Sierra Leone, 1792-
1823," Ph.D. dissertation, Princeton University, 2013.
45Meyer-Heiselberg, Notes, 29.
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or coerced into military service to suit the needs of British colonial expansion, the rhetoric of
freedom and liberation ultimately unattained. It is clear that the British officials at Freetown49
occupied a position from which they could operate publicly as champions for the cause of
abolition, all while continuing to benefit from grey areas produced by a strict definition of
enslavement.50
The identification of these men as British subjects played a significant role in not only
how they were documented by the LAD, but also in facilitating their removal from Caroline and
their return to Freetown. They were distinguished from the other men and women aboard the
ship as “King boys”, “Sierra Leone boys”, and most importantly, as British subjects kidnapped
from the colony, unlawfully detained by traders, and sold into enslavement. By asserting their51
belonging within the British colonial project and claiming the identities of subjects at the
moment of the ship’s capture, the men aboard Caroline deployed the language of freedom and
subjecthood to negotiate the outcome of their interaction with the expanding colonial state. In the
process, these men drew distinctions between themselves as subjects- asserting their belonging
51The intermediaries that sold the four men to the trader who subsequently sold them to Captain Daniel were all
captured and sentenced to death by the British courts at Freetown These sentences were later commuted to 10 years
of hard labor in the prison camp at the colony. Daget, Répertoire des Expéditions Négriègres Françaises, 524. House
of Lords Sessional Papers, 157.
50Regarding the somewhat anachronistic definitions of enslavement and uneven demarkations drawn between
freedom and bondage in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Gwyn Campbell says that “outside areas dominated
by the Atlantic slave trade, myriad forms of human servitude existed, varying according to region and time. Colonial
authorities tolerated the perpetuation of many of these, including forms of servitude aimed at dominating and
controlling African women. Others, such as corvée labor, they adapted for their own purposes.” Gwyn Campbell,
“Bondage” in Critical Terms for the Study of Africa, edited by Gaurav Gajanan Desai and Adeline Marie Masquelier
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2018), 52.
49Anderson, “Diaspora”, 102.
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within the framework of the emerging colonial order- and so-called ‘natives’, ‘slaves’, or other
Liberated Africans. Their utilization of the language of subjects and referral to themselves as
“King’s boys” before Liberated Africans underscores their politically meaningful connection to
the hierarchies of colonial order being established at Freetown, and the important role that
identification as a subject of the king played in the protection of rights and securities in the
colony. By describing themselves as loyal to the king and crown, and as subjects, the men on
Caroline distinguished themselves from populations in the colony who might reasonably face
being sold into the illegal trade, securing themselves as individuals with rights within the
colonial ordering of Sierra Leone. Their assertions of subjecthood might then represent a method
of constructing a British colonial state from below. By positioning themselves as subjects,
included within the colonial enterprise, these men distinguished themselves from those who were
not included in this scheme, demonstrating the salience and legibility of the political and social
hierarchies within the emerging state.52
Identification of difference and of placement within colonial hierarchies of belonging
played a crucial role in how British administrators understood the responsibilities and rights of
groups in and around the Freetown settlement. The region surrounding Freetown was populated
by not only Liberated Africans, but also free Black settlers from London and Nova Scotia, as
well as indigenous African groups including the Temne, Mende, and Sherbo. It was therefore
insufficient for British officials to identify only the Africans from non-African settlers. Within
legal depositions and colonial documents, British officials differentiate between native Africans,
52These men are not identified only as ‘captured Africans’ or ‘Liberated Africans’, as was common in the LAD
record and depositions of intercepted ships carrying Freetown residents, but as “subjects of a friendly power,”
kidnapped and abused by Captain Daniel. House of Lords Sessional Papers, 152.
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settlers, and Liberated Africans, all of whom were understood to occupy specific places within
both the geographic and political boundaries of Freetown. In depositions administrators
frequently reference Liberated Africans in contrast to the “natives” or “savages” living outside of
the Freetown settlement, distinguishing between those conforming to western standards of
“civilized” colonial order and those existing outside of the boundaries and purview of formal
colonial rule. The category of Liberated Africans continued to be employed frequently in British
colonial documentation throughout the 1820s and 30s, replacing previously utilized categories of
“captured negroes.” The notion of a ‘Liberated African’ can be further complicated by taking53
into consideration the various ways that people within that category were subjected to coerced
labor and lengthy apprenticeship terms, coerced marriages, and oppressive regimes of colonial
education, under the expectation that such practices would better prepare them for truly liberated
lives.54
British administrators referred to Liberated Africans infrequently as explicitly subjects of
the Crown in their correspondences with London, and typically then only within the context of
Liberated Africans who were found to be in violation of English laws. In this way, subjecthood55
might be understood to not be operating in such a way that it assured the rights of individual
55There are several documented cases of such instances within the House of Lords Sessional papers for the years in
question (1830-1833), most interestingly for these purposes being the case of Samuel Wilson, a Liberated African
sentenced to death for slave trading in the colony who is identified as a British subject by documenting officials, and
the case of several Liberated Africans “kidnapped from the colony and sold into slavery by British subjects” sold
into the territory surrounding the Freetown colony. House of Lords Sessional Papers, 159, 174.
54Anderson and Lovejoy, Liberated Africans, 3. Anderson and Lovejoy also argue that the category of Liberated
African “must be treated with high degrees of skepticism, especially surrounding any implications associated with
‘freedom’.”
53Anderson and Lovejoy, Liberated Africans, 3. While the term “recaptives” is occasionally used in secondary
literature, this was most frequently employed in the context of Liberia and the American Navy’s attempts to settle
African populations in that territory.
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settlers on a day-to-day basis, but rather in such a way that it rendered them accountable to
British legal oversight. The process of incorporating Liberated Africans into the British colonial
project was just as concerned with subjecting Africans to the laws of the British empire and
impressing order onto colonial structures as it was with protecting their statuses as subjects,
perhaps even more so. Adopting the category of the British subject as a marker of identifying
differences in the colony might have therefore offered an appealing model of political structure
to colonial administrators as well, as it afforded them a legal language with which to describe
and police the movements and violations committed by Liberated Africans within the boundaries
of the colony. The obligations of colonial protection, therefore, served not only the subjects
whose rights were under threat but also the broader foundations of the colonial state, reinforcing
expanding ideas of British imperial jurisdiction and the intense control enjoyed over subjects.56
By aligning themselves with the political category and identity of the British subject, the
men aboard the ship hoped to shape the outcome of their interaction with British officials.
Ultimately, it would be administrators’ interpretations of the men’s claims that determined
whether or not the four African men on Caroline would succeed in their attempt to implement
the rhetoric of subjecthood. The four men are described as having explicitly “became British
subjects” in correspondences to London, phrasing perhaps indicative of their having adopted
some specific qualities of subjecthood obtained during their previous time in Sierra Leone.
Whether their becoming subjects included their adoption of certain British cultural norms
referred to as ‘the three c's’– Christianity, commerce, and civilization– remains unclear. The
56Amanda Nettlebeck, Indigenous Rights and Colonial Subjecthood: Protection and Reform in the
Nineteenth-Century British Empire (Cambridge: United Kingdom, 2019), 195.
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language used to describe how administrators adjudicated their subjecthood claims in this
deposition is too vague to offer any indication of how Jeffcot and Rose conceptualized the
characteristics of subjecthood, suffice to say that they verified and accepted the men’s claims to
British subjecthood. This interaction reinforces the notion that the determination of subjecthood57
and the boundaries of that category in the colonies often fell to officials with few formal legal
structures that informed how they understood the definition or characteristics of British
subjecthood. Such claims were frequently adjudicated outside of the courtroom, without
universally accepted characteristics of subjecthood to guide these processes. Regardless of the58
circumstances under which these claims were decided, the identity of the people making such
claims as perceived by officials played a significant role in how such cases were adjudicated.
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, subjects of the Crown across the
expansive British empire attempted to lay claim to the protections and rights afforded by the
political category of the British subject. According to Hannah Weiss Muller, subjects in the
colonies of Australia and Tasmania frequently argued for various economic, political, and legal
concessions, declaring their loyalty to the king in exchange for rights and protections afforded by
subjecthood, in acts of distanced but intensely personal connections with the sovereign. These59
59Weiss Muller, Subjects, 6.
58While administrators had some guidelines and general guiding principles for legal precedents of subjecthood, as in
the case of Calvin v. Smith (1608), it was frequently the administrators in the colonies themselves who had final
word on claims of subjecthood. While Jeffcot and Rose might have had some legal indication of who could and
could not claim subjecthood, there is little indication of how these conceptions of subjecthood functioned in this
context, other than that they were informed by the biases and legal understandings of the adjudicating official.
Hannah Weiss Muller, Subjects and Sovereign: Bonds of Belonging in the Eighteenth-Century British Empire. (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2017), 16.
57House of Lords Sessional Papers, 152.
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four men were not the first in the Sierra Leone territory to assert their belongings and rights as
British subjects. In 1828, African merchants at Freetown petitioned the Crown for access to jobs
within the colonial state offering better pay and benefits, positions they the petition-drafters
identified as being previously “exclusively bestowed upon their European, British
fellow-subjects.” Appeals of deferential loyalty to the monarch that were associated with60
subjecthood would have surely been familiar to the merchant drafters of the 1828 petition in
Sierra Leone, who also emphasized their value as educated and rigorously religious subjects of
empire in their claims to inclusion in the expanding colonial hierarchies of Freetown. In these
cases, there is a clear delineation between the rights of subjects– that is, the right to participate in
the daily operations and maintenance of the colonial state– that would certainly not be extended
to non-subjects. By asserting that the right to perform certain specific tasks in the service of the
colonial state was a characteristic afforded by their statuses as subjects, the merchants in the
1828 case consequently conceptualized their individual rights as intrinsically tied to the British
colonial state-building project.
Seventeenth-century British legal rulings offered broad definitions and interpretations of
subject status that held influence over how subject status was adjudicated in colonial settings into
the nineteenth century. However, without a definition of the rights afforded to foreign-born61
subjects in an expanding empire, officials frequently relied on both judicial and extra-judicial
61These included Calvin v. Smith (1608), which notably determined political allegiance to the king and not place or
time of birth to be the determining factor in distinguishing formally between subjects and aliens in the British
empire. Although this ruling took place closer to London in an earlier century and concerned primarily white
subjects seeking recognition for the purposes of securing land claims, it was cited frequently within the context of
the expansive definition of subjecthood through the late eighteenth century. Weiss Muller, Subjects, 18.
60Bronwen Everill, Abolition and Empire in Sierra Leone and Liberia (Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 52.
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interpretations of who was and who could become a British subject within colonies. By
demanding that officials remove them from the ship based upon their identities as British
subjects, the four African men aboard Caroline appealed to rhetoric of protection that continued
to enjoy political and social traction within the British empire. Protection operated as a central
characteristic assured within the political category of subjecthood and served as a mechanism
through which imperial order was established and maintained, although there was no single
centralized definition of exactly what those rights or protections were in the wider colonial
world. It was frequently the biases and backgrounds of administrators and officials in the colony
that ultimately determined what protections were and to whom they would be extended, thereby
aiding in the creation of a hierarchical system of belonging organized around the actions and
motivations of actors on the ground, both Africans and Europeans.
The process of demarcating the boundaries of subjecthood in early colonial West Africa
rendered the category of the British subject generally expansive. Liberated Africans found
themselves in positions to make claims to the protection of their rights as subjects– be those the
rights of property ownership and land ownership, or the freedom of movement and protection
against future enslavement. In the process of making those claims, subjects differentiated
themselves from others who did not meet the standards of subjecthood, all while continuing to
associate their statuses as subjects with inclusion in political and cultural frameworks of the
colonial enterprise. Subjecthood would be redefined and reconstructed alongside other political
categories in the British colonial state– historians have frequently identified the subject as the
political precursor to the citizen– but the category of the subject in the nineteenth century
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continued to be defined by deference and loyalty to the sovereign in exchange for protections.62
Some scholars have described subjecthood in this moment of imperial growth as imbued with a
critical expansiveness and imprecision, contingent on the personal interpretations and
understandings of those to whom such claims were made. This imprecision meant that63
subjecthood remained a useful tool with which Liberated Africans could make and protect their
claims of belonging in the British Empire while reinforcing the real and rhetorical power of that
empire as it expanded on the ground.
This event underscores the idea that the political category of subject remained a powerful
tool for imagining the boundaries of political and cultural inclusion in the British empire well
into the nineteenth century. It also highlights the role that subjecthood claims made in the
formation of the colonial enterprise, and how asserting such belonging within the colonial
state-building process inadvertently offered credence to the power of empire: by asserting their
rights as British subjects, the men aboard Caroline sought to mitigate the evolving situation and
negotiate certain outcomes from the colonial state, helping to structure an empire built from
below. For the purposes of their claims, it mattered less how these men perceived themselves,
and more so how administrators and officials made sense of the places the men occupied in the
emerging social and political hierarchies of Freetown, and the men’s capability to fit into
evolving understandings about the rights and characteristics of the British subject. The capture of
Caroline and the various methods of disposal for groups of people on the ship– the British
subjects, the French slave traders, and the enslaved Africans– demonstrates the critical role
63Weiss Muller, Subjects, 211.
62Weiss Muller, Subjects, 6.
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played by the legibility of identity in this early colonial moment. It mattered not only how these
various individuals identified themselves to officials, but most critically, who they appeared to be
in the eyes of colonial administrators, and how they fit into emerging political and social
hierarchies of the state. Even as they escaped transport to Goree, these four men returned to a
colony whose emerging social and political orders were rife with the exploitation of African
labor and the regimented control of African subjects and settlers, a colony whose hierarchies
they were to be inevitably folded back into.
The sole surviving record of this event is a British one, a depiction of an intercepted
French slave ship in which four African men are said to have proclaimed in “good King’s
English” their identity as subjects and “Kings’ Boys”, laying claim to the protections afforded to
loyal subjects of the empire. Whether or not these men recognized that such a declaration might
secure their passage back to Freetown– and whether or not they even desired to return to the
colony in the first place, or stayed there upon their return– remains ultimately unknown.
Saint-Louis and Gorée
When they arrived at Gorée in early 1831, the forty-seven remaining enslaved people
aboard Caroline would have found themselves in a bustling and busy port, populated by other
enslaved men and women, Muslim merchants, European and African sailors, and skilled
laborers. The journey must have seemed surreal and frightening for the remaining captives,64
who might not have shared the same tongue as their British interceptors or have been privy to
conversations about the ship’s ultimate destination. Traveling along with their detained
64Martin A. Klein, "Slaves, Gum, and Peanuts: Adaptation to the End of the Slave Trade in Senegal, 1817-48." The
William and Mary Quarterly, Third Series, 66, no. 4 (2009), 895.
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once-captors, the men and women aboard the seized slave ship would have certainly been aware
that their journey had taken an unexpected turn, although where that turn would take them might
not have been immediately clear. Their arrival at the busy port at Gorée would have been but one
more unexpected and likely overwhelming development, as they were inundated with an
unfamiliar potpourri of sights and sounds at the bustling port.
While the island of Gorée in Dakar harbor held a smaller population than that of the
slightly larger Saint-Louis, both were active trading ports and among the oldest of the French
territories in West Africa, Gorée having been acquired by the French in 1679. In the early
nineteenth century, the territory of Senegal– two small islands, Gorée in Dakar harbor and the
slightly larger Saint-Louis, known also as N’dar, situated at the mouth of the Senegal River–
maintained a primarily enslaved, African, and female population. The colony's value to France
was generally unstable towards the end of the formal slave trade and during the shift into the
“legitimate trade” in gum and peanuts, undertakings that both consequently required the
retention of large supplies of manual laborers. Additionally, colonial administrators’ reliance65
upon amicable political and social relations with elite African families on both islands– relations
contingent upon the perpetuation of slavery and the availability of enslaved labor– ensured that
the abolitionist rhetoric gaining traction in the metropole had minimal impact on the daily
operations of Saint-Louis and Gorée in the early decades of the nineteenth century.
The social and cultural environment of the colony in the 1830s shaped the attitudes of
both colonial officials and inhabitants towards the practices of slavery and slave trading on the
65For more on the gum trade and impact of peanut production on the Senegalese economy in the early nineteenth
century see Klein, "Slaves, Gum, and Peanuts” and James L. A. Webb Jr., "The Trade in Gum Arabic: Prelude to
French Conquest in Senegal." The Journal of African History 26, no. 2 (1985).
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islands. French officials on both Gorée and Saint-Louis frequently relied heavily upon members
of the habitant population – individuals with Eurafrican backgrounds, lineages that had been
formed through earlier unions with European traders and sometimes identifiable through their
European surnames– and agents of the shipping companies called negotiants for assistance
administering to the colony. French soldiers and administrators stationed in Senegal often66
entered into conjugal relationships with Eurafrican women through a system known as mariage a
la mode du pays. These women, known as signares, sometimes participated in slave trading and
other business ventures on behalf of their French spouses, who were barred from trading while
stationed on the islands. Signares have been categorized within some scholarship as keen
businesswomen, some of whom brokered politically and socially powerful marriages for their
métis children and amassed vast fortunes through trade. These Eurafrican families had a vested67
interest in maintaining both the slave trade and their access to enslaved labor, as their social
status and wealth were directly linked to the accumulation of capital through slave trading within
the region. Slave ownership was an important characteristic in the demonstration and
accumulation of wealth on both Saint-Louis and Gorée, and enslaved people performed
agricultural and domestic labor that proved essential to the daily operations of both islands.
67For more on the history of the signares, their cultural and social significance in Senegal, and their role in the
formation of mixed-race metis society in Senegal and other regions of the Atlantic world during the nineteenth
century, see Hilary Jones, "From Mariage à La Mode to Weddings at Town Hall: Marriage, Colonialism, and
Mixed-Race Society in Nineteenth-Century Senegal." The International Journal of African Historical Studies 38,
no. 1 (2005), Jones’ The Métis of Senegal: Urban Life and Politics in French West Africa (Bloomington: Indiana
University Press, 2013) and Lorelle D. Semley, To Be Free and French : Citizenship in France’s Atlantic Empire
(New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2017) 3-11.
66Klein, “Slaves, Gum, and Peanuts”, and Trevor R. Getz, Slavery and Reform in West Africa: Toward Emancipation
in Nineteenth-Century Senegal and the Gold Coast. (Athens: Ohio University Press, 2004), 69.
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By the 1830s, the island of Saint-Louis was home to approximately 120 European men,
many of whom were officers in the French Navy or disciplinaires, dissolute soldiers sent to the
colony as punishment for misdeeds. Officials typically arrived on temporary assignment to the68
colony and were seldom motivated to intervene in slave trading within the colony in any
meaningful capacity. Throughout the 1830s, the French governors of Senegal approached the69
question of slave manumission in the region with great trepidation. Some, including Thomas
Renault de Saint-Germain (1830-33), appealed to the Ministry of the Navy on behalf of what he
described as the “unique and benign system of slavery in which slaves were able to earn wages
and live well” that operated in Saint-Louis and Gorée. These factors– the continued reliance on70
enslaved labor, minimal intervention from antislavery squadrons in the waterways around the
colony, and the social pressures associated with French officials’ relations with slave-owning
elite on the islands– ensured that abolitionist impulses remained mostly unfulfilled within the
colony. As the colony grew, the persistent need for agricultural and manual labor dogged
administrators and prompted a reevaluation of how a territory so inextricably reliant upon the
slave trade and slavery might withstand the decline of that trade and the growth of the so-called
legitimate trade in agricultural goods.
70Getz, Slavery, 71. This was not the only instance of administrators arguing that the implementation of abolition
would adversely affect African populations in the region: French lobbyists in opposition to reform had cited
potential overpopulation as a possible consequence of the 1827 law and viewed population control in West Africa as
a positive outcome of the trade’s perpetuation. See Daget, Abolition, 148.
69Getz, Slavery, 69.
68Martin A. Klein,  "Slaves and Soldiers in the Western Soudan and French West Africa." Canadian Journal of
African Studies / Revue Canadienne Des Études Africaines 45, no. 3 (2011), 569,  Klein, “Slaves and Soldiers'', 896.
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What became of the forty-seven African men and women that arrived in the colony along
with the imprisoned crew? Although historian Serge Daget has suggested that the men
determined to be fit for service might have been conscripted into the colonial military, while the
women and children could have been transported to Cayenne in French Guiana, their collective
fate remains ultimately unrecorded. It is likely that the forty-seven men and women aboard71
Caroline were eventually distributed by administrators into systems of indentured labor in the
Senegal colony, fulfilling the ever-pressing need for manual and domestic labor in a colony that
was reliant upon both domestic and agricultural workers. By the time the captives from Caroline
arrived on Gorée, administrators had already established a system of indenture known as the
régime des engagés to provide the government with a portion of the manual labor necessary to
maintain daily operations on both islands. In this system, French administrators had the72
authority to place newly arrived former slaves, many of whom had been discovered on French
ships that had been intercepted by antislavery squadrons, on work details around the Senegal
territory. Initially implemented to aid in transforming the territory into a plantation colony– while
also shifting the responsibility for the maintenance of recaptured slaves away from the colonial
government– the régime des engagés was formalized by an 1823 ordinance that also limited
terms of indenture to a period of fourteen years, or until age twenty-one for minors.
Contingencies that were written into the ordinance often transferred control over the recaptives’
labor to French administrators or to individual habitants on Gorée and Saint Louis, rather than
72On the Régime des engagés and the way that the demand for labor transformed the engagé system into "a form of
institutional slavery open to abuses by both the administration and the elites,” see Getz, 44-46.
71Daget, Répertoire Des Expéditions Négriègres Françaises, 525.
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keeping engagés solely in service of the colonial government, and consequently many private
households took advantage of this form of inexpensive labor. Engagé laborers also toiled in
construction, on the ports, and a large portion of engagés labored as field hands on plantations
throughout the Senegal territory. Estimates place the number of engagés in the territory at close
to three thousand between 1818 and 1842, with at least 213 of those working on Gorée. The73
régime des engagés thus represents one avenue through which administrators in the French
colony might have reasonably disposed of the captives of Caroline while continuing to exploit
their labor for an extended period.
The crew’s whereabouts were more carefully recorded by colonial officials, although the
details of their time on the island are unknown. While awaiting a verdict in their trial, Caroline’s
crew likely would have been held at the prison on the grounds of Fort Saint-Louis, where they
too would have labored in service of the French colonial state. Fort Saint-Louis Prison in 1831
was a collection of small huts on the first floor of the fort compound and remained the primary
prison for the colony until a larger and more modern facility was constructed in 1863. The prison
was routinely overcrowded with both civilian and military prisoners, housing both French and
African prisoners. The construction of a prison on the grounds of the fort was but one iteration74
of French colonial expansion that occurred in N’dar, known to the French as Saint-Louis, during
74“Beggars and homeless people caught in the streets of Saint-Louis were sentenced from three to six months in
prison, employed by the colonial administration in special disciplinary workshops, or forced to perform various
types of public services under police surveillance. From that time on, putting people in jail to use them as free labor
would become one of the main goals of imprisonment.” Ibra Sene in New Orleans, Louisiana & Saint-Louis,
Senegal: Mirror Cities in the Atlantic World, 1659-2000s, 109.
73Getz, Slavery, 45.
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the 1820s. Imprisonment was a critical tool in the project of colonial expansion, and the prison75
at Saint-Louis served as a foundation for colonial expansion into the interior. The project of
laying the groundwork for the legal and social structures of the colonial state was a hierarchical
one, motivated by the desire to control labor and to police emerging racial and cultural categories
in colonial Saint-Louis. In some instances, the construction of a prison in a fort or garrison76
preceded the implementation of other forms of social and spatial control, including the school or
the plantation.77
The Saint-Louis prison served as a central pillar in the foundation of the colonial state,
and functioned as a space in which to inflict punishment, to construct inferiority, and a tool with
which to control and mobilize colonized labor. The prison built at Fort Saint-Louis was no78
exception, and as the population of the capital continued to expand, imprisonment became the
primary method with which the colonial administration handled vagrants, prostitutes, and
Saint-Louis’ homeless populations. While they awaited the verdict in their case, Caroline’s crew
would have languished in the humid first-floor huts of the Saint-Louis prison alongside vagrants,
78Babacar Bâ, "La prison coloniale au Sénégal, 1790-1960: Carcéral de conquête et défiances locales." French
Colonial History 8 (2007).
77Bernault, Prisons, 2.
76Florence Bernault and Janet L. Roitman, A History of Prison and Confinement in Africa. (Portsmouth, NH:
Heinemann, 2003), 1.
75As Sene describes, “many of the new regulations went against established cultural practices and beliefs that guided
the daily lives of the African population of Saint-Louis.” Such changes included regulations controlling animal
husbandry and animal slaughter within homes, strict control of activities involving drumming or noise past eight
o’clock in the evening, and singing. Many of these new rules and regulations impacted religious and social
gatherings, and violations of these regulations through the 1820s and 1830s would frequently result in
imprisonment. Sene, New Orleans, 108.
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the homeless, petty thieves, and other Europeans and Africans that had violated various colonial
laws, perhaps ruminating on where exactly they fit into such a scheme of confinement and
punishment. Perhaps the crew members hoped to be returned to France, as their time in the
Saint-Louis prison must have felt like an exacerbation of the punishment they had yet to be
handed down by the justices– it is likely that some among their number had already fallen ill or
perhaps even perished in the unfamiliar and unforgiving tropical climate.79
The task of punishing their own subjects and others for violating abolition laws was of
great importance to the British, and it is clear that they expected French administrators at
Saint-Louis to act with equal fervor to punish French subjects in the place of the British courts.
In the depositions and letters delivered along with Caroline to Gorée, Acting Governor Alex
Findlay expressed the hope that by delivering the ship to the proper French authorities, Daniel
and his crew would be “dealt with according to the laws of France.” Findlay drew attention to80
Captain Daniel’s intentional mistreatment of British subjects as a particularly reprehensible
aspect of this incident, calling upon French authorities at Saint-Louis to adequately punish the
subjects of that empire for their roles in this criminal undertaking. British officials seemed to
have been most offended at the notion that Captain Daniel had been allowed, under lax
80French laws, as mentioned previously, included the implementation of banishment and longer prison terms directed
at the crew and financiers of slave-trading voyages, with the assumption that harsher sentences might divert
would-be traders from participating. The enforcement of French slave trade laws at this moment was accompanied
by a French antislavery squadron, tasked with stymieing the trade and capturing would-be traders in the waterways
around Senegal. However, some have suggested that the squadron's deployment represents less a genuine interest in
truncating the slave trade around the colony of Senegal than an interest in challenging British control in the region.
Findlay also says that “the conduct of Daniel is greatly aggravated by his cruel treatment of the slaves. It appears
that a very small quantity of rice to each constituted the whole of the daily nourishment allowed them.” Further
depositions underscore Daniel’s refusal to allow the enslaved captives on the ship more than one “half-a-pint of rice
per day”, and his threats of physical violence directed towards the deposed men and others on the ship. House of
Lords Sessional Papers, 156.
79Philip D. Curtin, "The End of the "White Man's Grave"? Nineteenth-Century Mortality in West Africa." The
Journal of Interdisciplinary History 21, no. 1 (1990), 63-88.
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enforcement of slave-trading laws on the part of the French government, to “come within a few
miles of this colony [Sierra Leone], and entice the ignorant natives to seal His Majesty’s
subjects, for them to carry into slavery.” These officials remarked repeatedly upon the Captain's81
cruel treatment of these men and the others on the ship within the depositions and
communications about the event, and their ire was outlined in no uncertain terms for the French
in the documents that accompanied Caroline to the Senegal colony. By asserting that the sailors82
be punished according to the laws of France, the British at Freetown temporarily acquiesced their
role as the primary enforcers of antislavery laws in West Africa, with the understanding that the
French would do their part to situate Captain Daniel and his crew in their rightful spots within
the French colonial hierarchy– that is, that the ship’s crew and Captain would be rightfully
recognized and punished as criminals.
On 8 August 1832, the colonial court at Saint-Louis handed down a verdict in the case of
Caroline’s crew. The ship’s owners, second mate, and lieutenant were all sentenced to a period of
ten years’ banishment, while the remaining crew members were sentenced to five years in prison
for their part in the undertaking. All the sailors were additionally ordered to pay fines83
83Banishment was chosen for punishment when the 1827 law was written, replacing the punishment of solitary
confinement, which was seen by some French lawmakers as being “in excess of the common level of understanding
of the penalty to be applied.” Banishment, an “ignominious penalty, offered many guarantees”, including the notion
that banished Frenchmen might possibly be forced to move into territories that had been claimed by the British or
other rival empires. Daget, Abolition, 150.
82Whether or not the notion of kidnapping made a noticeable difference in how the case was adjudicated in the
French colonial court, it certainly ensured that the outcome of the case would be carefully scrutinized by British
officials in Sierra Leone and London. When news of the trial’s outcome reached Paris, “the British ambassador to
Paris sent this information immediately to London,” including a translation of the condemnation originally published
in the Moniteur Universel. Daget, Répertoire Des Expéditions Négriègres Françaises, 524.
81House of Lords Sessional Papers, 156.
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comparable to the price of the ship and cargo to the French government. The crew members that
had been given prison terms were later transported to France as convicts upon the Général Foy,
as "the climate does not allow long imprisonment without aggravating the sentence here [in
Senegal]." The men who the court had sentenced to five years imprisonment had been handed84
down lighter sentences than the African agents who had sold them the enslaved people on the
Rio Pongo. Those men – identified by the British officials as Thomas Beack, Pa Foory, Donea
Lahai, and Billy Grant– had all been sentenced to death by the British courts at Freetown.85
While it is difficult to speak to the specifics of their trial and subsequent punishment
utilizing available archival resources, this harsher punishment being inflicted upon African
intermediaries in the slave trade by the British at Freetown is yet another example of the way that
emerging colonial social and legal orders governed different people within colonial orders in
unique ways, based upon perceived identities and value as determined by administrators and
magistrates. While foreign traders who could not be held accountable to British law were
exported to stand trial before French courts, the African men found to be violating British laws
and collaborating with French slave traders in the Sierra Leone colony were met with a
devastatingly harsh sentence for their part in the illegal trade. The method of their punishment–
85These sentences were later commuted to between five and ten years of hard labor for each man at the “House of
Corrections”, the prison at Freetown. Daget, 524.
84Daget, Répertoire Des Expéditions Négriègres Françaises, 525. It is perhaps the case that the prison at Saint-Louis
was not only inhospitable to the French crew of Caroline because of the colony’s harsh tropical climate, but also
because this was a prison better equipped for controlling African populations than reforming wayward French slave
traders. Babacar Bâ describes the prison of Saint-Louis as playing an critical role in the establishment of French
social and political authority in the territory, while also noting that labor-intensive and punishment-based colonial
prisons appeared at the same moment that more reform-based penitentiaries were being conceptualized in Europe.
Bâ, “la prison coloniale”, 83. Additionally, the comment about climate above may be a reference to the literal
tropical climate of West Africa, a climate that led to high disease and death rates for European men in the region. As
stated above, serving a prison sentence in this climate might have constituted a death sentence for some European
prisoners. See Philip D. Curtin,  "The End of the "White Man's Grave"?”
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death sentences, eventually commuted to ten years of hard labor– highlights yet another instance
of the disposal of people based upon emerging colonial determinations of value.86
If the British officials who had apprehended the vessel in Sierra Leone awaited word of a
similar death sentence for the unscrupulous captain of Caroline or searched for him on a
manifest of prisoners transported back to France, they were to be disappointed. Jean Antoine
Daniel was not listed among those sentenced and ultimately vanished from the record after being
transported to Gorée along with the rest of his crew. Whether he perished while awaiting trial or
somehow managed to escape, the Frenchman who had prompted such outrage on the part of the
British and transformed this case into a point of contention for administrators faded into the
background almost as quickly as he appeared. French administrators dispersed the remaining
groups aboard the ship to their ultimate destinations: the enslaved men and women were sent
abroad to labor on plantations in the French Atlantic or folded into the régime des engagés, and
the imprisoned sailors returned to France to serve out their sentence in a reform-minded and
likely better-equipped prison.87
The systems of labor control and categorization as explored in the case of Caroline were
not merely aspects of early nineteenth-century informal colonial expansion in the Senegal
87Babacar Bâ, “la prison coloniale”, 83. On this, Sene also remarks that “in nineteenth-century Senegal, instead of
the Western model of punishment that theoretically aimed at reforming the deviant for their own good and that of
society as a whole, imprisonment pursued a different mission.” Sene draws attention to the role that militaristic
expansion and the destructive nature of conquest, the consequences of which– including forced labor and the
implementation of the Code de l’Indigenat– deeply influenced how imprisonment operated in the region. Sene, New
Orleans, 105.
86While this is certainly a viable avenue for future research and certainly relevant to the argument explored within
the thesis, I have been unable to access information about their trial and conviction with the resources that I
currently have at my disposal. I hope to conduct future research into their cases.
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territory. Indeed, systems of coerced labor, corporal punishments, and the regimented control of
colonial populations continued well into the formal colonial period and can be understood as the
continuation of these earlier structures of control. Before the formal abolition of slavery in
French West Africa in 1905, enslaved men and women frequently sought refuge in settlements
established by the colonial state known as Les villages de liberté, or liberty villages. New
arrivals to these liberty villages had their names and some of their biographical information
inscribed in registers, only to be considered formally free if their former masters failed to arrive
and claim them within a three-month period. Records indicate that these systems of88
documentation predated the formal construction and implementation of the villages, as there are
examples of enslaved men and women seeking proof of their freedoms– and their legibility as
emancipated individuals in the purview of the state– as early as 1854. These ledgers are89
extensive, documenting the extent to which categorization and control of formerly enslaved
people continued in the colonial period, while the sheer number of entries in each ledger is
indicative of the massive number of individuals and family units categorized and resettled by the
colonial state. Liberty villages additionally allowed for a steady supply of African labor to be
made available to a colonial state that faced labor shortages consistently from the establishment
of the Senegal colony onward, shortages that only grew direr as wars continued to expand the
boundaries of French West African territory. As officials established a greater number of these
villages in the last decade of the nineteenth century, freed slaves who attempted to negotiate their
89Registre de libération de captifs, 1857-1904 (Direction des Archives du Sénégal, Microfilm).
88Martin A. Klein, Slavery and Colonial Rule in French West Africa. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1998), 84-85.
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liberation with the state found themselves instead facing the wrath of a surveillance and
control-oriented colonial apparatus.90
Punishment and the regulation of law is another realm in which continuities can be
observed between the earlier hierarchical systems of control and those under the later formal
French colonial state. One such example is that of the indigénat, the arbitrary and highly
differentiated system of law and regulation that served to formalize an inferior legal status for
indigenous colonial subjects of the French empire, statuses that remained legally entrenched until
the mid-twentieth century. As with earlier legal regulations, the punishments inflicted under the
indigénat were contingent upon the hierarchies of colonial control and identification of belonging
within those hierarchies and served to underscore the subservience and second-class nature of
colonial subjects. Punishment and sanctions under the indigénat, first implemented by the French
in Algeria and expanded into French West Africa in 1887, further augmented administrative
authority and allowed for arbitrary and violent punishment to be inflicted upon colonial subjects
for slights against the colonial regime. As Gregory Mann has argued, individuals’ subjection to91
or exemption from punishment under the indigénat was an indicator of and occasionally also the
motivation for the construction of different political statuses in French West Africa, a system that
was at once a set of sanctions and also divisionary marker between colonial subjects and French
91Gregory Mann, "What Was the "Indigénat"? The 'Empire of Law' in French West Africa." The Journal of African
History 50, no. 3 (2009), 333.
90Klein, Slavery and Colonial Rule, 87. For more on colonial labor and the exploitation of freed people in liberty
villages, see Marie Rodet, “Escaping Slavery and Building Diasporic Communities in French Soudan and Senegal,
ca. 1880-1940” The International Journal of African Historical Studies 48, no. 2 (2015): 363-86.
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citizens. The existence of the early colonial prison and the régime des engagés, systems that92
gave rise to later iterations of legal regulations observed in the indigénat, underscore the
important role that coercive labor systems, imprisonment and control of African subjects, and the
formal categorization of individuals played in quelling anxieties about the continued
maintenance of the colonial order.
As had been the case with the four British subjects who had departed the ship at
Freetown, the enslaved men and women aboard Caroline and the imprisoned crew took part in
the process of empire-building in West Africa, unwilling participants as they might have been in
the project. By performing labor for the state and filling positions within the emerging
hierarchies of social and political life by the colonial state, the remaining groups on the ship
aided, however reticently, in the maintenance of a French colonial project that dug its roots deep
into the islands of Gorée and Saint-Louis, expanding inward into the rest of the territory over the
course of the nineteenth century. The trials and hardships that each group experienced after they
arrived at the colony in 1831– toiling in fields under the régime des engagés, laboring at the
prison at Fort Saint-Louis, or departing for unknown periods of time to labor on behalf of the
state in another space– would have perhaps been scenes familiar to enslaved populations or
African subjects in the latter half of the nineteenth-century under formal French colonial rule.
CONCLUSION
It is at this moment that Caroline and her occupants fade from the colonial record. Her
crew imprisoned and sent to France, and the men and women housed below the deck dispersed to
92 Mann, "What Was the "Indigénat"?”, 332 and 336. Mann also says that "not only was the indigenat as a set of
sanctions central to the day-to-day operations of colonial rule but, more abstractly, it also marked the boundary
between the statuses of subject and citizen that provided its logic.” (343).
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far corners of different empires, the ship and the tension that its capture inspired appear only
briefly as a matter of dutiful colonial record-keeping– in the LAD administrative papers, in a
handful of legal depositions, and a trial’s outcome, recorded as a brief blurb in a French
newspaper.
The trial and circumstances of this case are relatively unremarkable in their outcome. It is
the case that thousands of cases of intercepted slave ships such as Caroline were tried before
colonial courts, and ships like the one explored above were routinely condemned at Mixed
Commission Courts and various other colonial courts on both sides of the Atlantic. However, to
look more closely at the case of Caroline and at other individual intercepted slave voyages
allows for a conceptualization of the dichotomies and unintended outcomes that accompanied
abolitionist rhetoric and colonial expansion. Analysis of this incident allows for a deeper
consideration of the grey areas between liberation and enslavement, how those lines were drawn,
and by whom. This case allows for a closer investigation of the function of subjecthood in these
early colonial spaces, and how claims to belonging and obligation had the political traction to
impact broader colonial policy and the perceptions of subjects’ rights, and the role that early
legal structures and political hierarchies played in constructing colonial hierarchies on the
ground. By studying one ship's voyage through different Atlantic spaces in the early
nineteenth-century world, we can gain insight into the motivations and actions of administrators,
sailors, slave traders, and enslaved Africans who negotiated the processes of emancipation and
colonial state building in West Africa.
These Atlantic spaces might be bound together not only through this case and the ship but
also by the processes through which each of these spaces transformed into spaces of colonial
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control and categorization, as evidenced through the various protections and punishments
allocated to subjects of empires in this narrative. In Freetown, British administrators sought
control via the shuffling and categorization of Liberated Africans with the expectation that
through the process of exploiting their labor and imposing Christian teachings and practices, the
state was also transforming Liberated Africans into subjects equipped to live as freed people in
the colony. Through this narrative, we observe the unexpected consequences of those same
Liberated Africans making claims to inclusion in the colonial state-building project. On
Saint-Louis and Gorée, the systems of control were visible through the colony’s reliance on
enslaved labor and the consequent rise of the régime des engagés– a system that preceded later
colonial regimes of hierarchical legal regulations, surveillance, and punishment– and the
confinement of the incarcerated crew in the colony. This is then not an investigation of the broad
and resonantly expansive consequences of early colonial expansion in this region, but rather of
the way that individuals in a variety of positions and with different political statuses interacted
with and negotiated the earliest structures of colonial rule.
Cases like that of Caroline demonstrate the incoherence and inconsistency of early
colonial rule across empires, between the colony and the metropole, and in local contexts. Such
cases serve to further blur the distinction between freedom and enslavement in the age of
abolition and to underscore the ways in which colonial states were reliant upon legal and social
hierarchies and the perpetuation of coercive labor practices. When the men aboard Caroline were
liberated at Freetown, they returned to a colony that relied almost wholly on the labor of
Liberated Africans, a settlement that utilized apprenticeships and military service to ensure the
availability of that labor in perpetuity under the guise of preparing Liberated Africans for
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freedom. By declaring their inclusion in this colonial project as British subjects, imbued with
inalienable rights including their protection from enslavement, the four African men aboard
Caroline both secured their own passage back to Freetown while also consequently reinforcing
the legitimacy and authority of emerging colonial hierarchies and the British state-building
project in Sierra Leone. The trial of the ship, in which French antislavery laws were upheld by
colonial officials as demonstrable proof of France’s investment in ending the slave trade, took
place in a colony whose economic and social structures were heavily reliant upon the
perpetuation of enslaved labor, and space wherein structures of imprisonment and labor control
were becoming frequently-used key tools in the enforcement of the colonial rule. These tools
gave rise to the implementation of political and social control in the form of the indigénat, a
regulation system contingent upon and informed by the arbitrary hierarchies of belonging and
inclusion in the colonial state, as well as the labor and social controls implicit in the late
nineteenth-century liberty villages. Such continuities underscore how the structures of control
and categorization of the early colonial period proved instrumental in establishing and
legitimizing that colonial conquest and formal expansion, and the continuities between the early
colonial state and later formal colonialism.
The case of Caroline also demonstrates how the laws and regulations implemented by
administrators in early colonial spaces were subject to constant restructuring and alteration
depending on the circumstances of their implementation and to whom they were applied.
Through closely examining the ways that each of the groups on the ship interacted with the
administrators of different colonial empires, we can see that their ultimate fates were contingent
not only upon their actions and the identities that they laid claim to, but the value that colonial
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administrators ultimately determined each of them to be to the state, and where each group fell
within the emerging colonial hierarchies. This is a story not only about a slave ship intercepted
by British authorities in the age of abolition, but about various groups vying for inclusion within
the expanding hierarchies and structures of early colonial states, and about the process of
imperial sorting of both people and space in the early years of British and French colonial
expansion.
The events surrounding the intercepted slave ship Caroline underscore the fraught
relationships between freedom and enslavement, mobility and confinement, and inclusion and
exclusion in the expansion of colonial enterprises. Caroline and the ultimate fate of all those
aboard the ship allow for a reconsideration of the boundaries between empire-making and
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